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The evidence is in--to solve Windows crime, you need Windows tools

An arcane pursuit a decade ago, forensic science today is a household term. And while the computer forensic analyst may not lead as exciting a life as TV's CSIs do, he or she relies just as heavily on scientific principles and just as surely solves crime.

Whether you are contemplating a career in this growing field or are already an analyst in a Unix/Linux environment, this book prepares you to combat computer crime in the Windows world. Here are the tools to help you recover sabotaged files, track down the source of threatening e-mails, investigate industrial espionage, and expose computer criminals.

	Identify evidence of fraud, electronic theft, and employee Internet abuse
	Investigate crime related to instant messaging, Lotus Notes(r), and increasingly popular browsers such as Firefox
	Learn what it takes to become a computer forensics analyst
	Take advantage of sample forms and layouts as well as case studies
	Protect the integrity of evidence
	Compile a forensic response toolkit
	Assess and analyze damage from computer crime and process the crime scene
	Develop a structure for effectively conducting investigations
	Discover how to locate evidence in the Windows Registry 


 About the Author 

Chad Steel is a seasoned veteran with experience investigating more than 300 computer security incidents. Chad developed and taught the Computer Forensics graduate course in Penn State's engineering program as a member of the adjunct faculty and has taught both federal and local law enforcement, commercial clients, and graduate students in forensic analysis. He was the Head of IT Investigations for a Global 100 corporation and the Chief Security Officer and Managing Director, Systems Integration and Security Services, for a Fortune 100 consulting group.

Chad holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in Computer Engineering and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. at Virginia Tech.
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Forex Shockwave AnalysisMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	More than $2 trillion is traded in the foreign exchange every day, and many experts believe this figure will double in the next five years. Fortunately for spot currency traders, the high-volume periods in this market are predictably moved by information released from government and informational agencies, typically on Wednesdays and Fridays...
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Nexus One For DummiesO'Reilly, 2010

	Exploit the full power of the revolutionary Google Nexus One superphone
	
		Nexus One is Google's answer to Apple’s iPhone and RIM's BlackBerry. Covering a range of how-to topics, from the most useful Nexus One features and tricks of the core applications, to techniques to get the...
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Solid Waste Analysis and Minimization: A Systems Approach: The Systems ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Implement successful solid waste analysis and minimization strategies

Provide sustainable solutions to solid waste issues with help from this hands-on guide. Solid Waste Analysis and Minimization: A Systems Approach offers up-to-date technical details on current and potential solid waste minimization practices....
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Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Nginx is an open source high-performance web server, which has gained quite some
	popularity recently. Due to its modular architecture and small footprint, it has been the default
	choice for a lot of smaller Web 2.0 companies to be used as a load-balancing proxy server. It
	supports most of the existing backend web protocols such as FCGI,...
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The Empire State Building (Building America: Then and Now)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
It was to be a structure like no other - the largest and tallest skyscraper in the world. Initial plans for the Empire State Building called for an Art Deco masterwork to rise 1,000 feet, with 80 stories of rental space. The high-rise was to completely fill the 84,000-square-foot site of the former Waldorf-Astoria, then New York's most opulent...
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What is What in the Nanoworld: A Handbook on Nanoscience and NanotechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
More than 1,400 entries, from a few sentences to a page in length. The second, completely revised and enlarged edition of this introductory reference handbook summarizes the terms and definitions, most important phenomena, and regulations occurring in the physics, chemistry, technology, and application of nanostructures. A representative collection...
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